Ultralong Cycle Life Li-O2 Battery Enabled by a MOF-Derived Ruthenium-Carbon Composite Catalyst with a Durable Regenerative Surface.
The cycling performance of Li-O2 batteries (LOBs), which is an important parameter determining the practical use of this advanced energy technology with ultrahigh energy density, is strongly affected by the nature of the oxygen electrocatalyst. As a good oxygen electrode, it should possess good activity for both the oxygen evolution reaction and the oxygen reduction reaction and superior stability under operating conditions. During the past, oxygen electrodes for LOBs were generally fabricated by loading noble metal nanoparticles on the surface of a porous carbon support. However, the nanoparticles could easily lose contact with the carbon support during the reversible liquid-gas-solid reactions that involve lithium ions, oxygen gas, and Li2O2. Herein, we reported a novel Ru-metal-organic framework (MOF)-derived carbon composite, characterized by stereoscopic Ru nanoparticle distribution within the carbon matrix, as an alternative oxygen catalyst of LOBs, enabling superior operational stability and favorable activity. More specifically, the battery demonstrated stable charge-discharge cycling for up to 800 times (∼107 days) at a current density of 500 mA g-1 with low discharge/charge overpotentials (∼0.2/0.7 V vs Li). A mechanism of regenerative surface was further proposed to explain the excellent cycling stability of the LOBs through the use of the Ru-MOF-C catalyst. These encouraging results imply an accessible solution to address issues related to the oxygen catalyst for the realization of practical LOBs.